TRIANGLES
Who Builds
Toronto?
A triangle of interests, pulling in different directions, shape what is built
in Toronto. At one corner of the triangle are builders, at another are
neighbours, and at the third is the city planning department.

So who finally decides
what gets built in Toronto?
The short answer is: none of the above. Instead, a

can seldom afford to present a convincing case to the

provincial government body called the Ontario

OMB. On the city’s side, the planning department is

Municipal Board (OMB) has the last word. It’s like a

under-resourced and can hardly keep up (really!).

court, where tough cases end up.

The story of one recent contentious OMB case – the

A major OMB case can cost the battling parties

residential development of the West Queen West

at least a million dollars in expert consultations and

Triangle – is around the corner to your left. In the

legal fees. For developers an OMB case can be a cost

gallery behind you is a description of the development

of doing business, but unless neighborhood groups

process generally, with some examples of how

or individuals can get expert services donated, they

buildings are proposed and how they end up.

● what the neighbours expected
● what the city proposed
● what the OMB allowed
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What’s the

OMB?

This is how the
Ontario Municipal Board is grandly
described in legal terms:
The Board can order and require or forbid, forthwith

from doing or continuing under this or any other

or within any specified time and in any manner pre-

general or special Act, or under any order of the Board

scribed by the Board, the doing of any act, matter or

or any regulation, rule, by-law or direction made or

thing or the omission or abstention from doing or con-

given under any such Act or order or under any agree-

tinuance of any act, matter or thing, which any per-

ment entered into by such person, firm, company,

son, firm, company, corporation or municipality is or

corporation or municipality.

may be required to do or omit to be done or to abstain

This is how many of the people
who appear before the Board
describe it: #%$<&!
The Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) is a body of

Cities themselves don’t have the last word. The

professionals, often lawyers or former planners,

provincial government controls Ontario cities in many

appointed by the province, who sit in panels like a

ways, including how taxes are levied, and the way

court. It was established so that cities and towns who

cities are allowed to regulate development. “Cities are

behaved erratically or ignored some greater public

creatures of the province,” as the saying goes. They are

good could be overruled. In principle, not a bad idea.

not independent.

So the OMB can overrule the wishes and decisions of

	But this could change, a bit. Four years ago a pro-

local governments. In principle, not a good idea.

vincial law called The City of Toronto Act gave the

The trouble is trying to decide what constitutes the

city a way to avoid the OMB in many decisions about

public good. Is a garbage dump a good idea? Are cor-

who builds what in Toronto. All the city has to do is set

ridors of hydro pylons a good idea? Are new condos

up its own municipal appeal process. But the city has

close together on previously vacant land a good idea?

failed to do this.
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What’s
the Official
Plan?
Toronto’s Official Plan outlines what the city wants to be built, and where.
It is a big document of 143 pages that sets out general principles.
Finer details are covered in “secondary” plans that sometimes exist for
particular areas, and in various zoning bylaws.

The Official Plan
is like a constitution.
It requires interpretation. It is packed with good ideas

of Toronto are designated for “mixed use.” In other

but short on details. Figuring out those details leads to

words, residential, commercial and institutional uses

arguments and negotiations among builders and city

can be mixed together (in older planning schemes

planners and neighbours.

they were usually segregated).

The Official Plan says nothing about how buildings

In the fine print, Toronto’s Official Plan for mixed use

and the space around them should look, only what

areas wants to:

they should do. The Official Plan says that some areas

➊ create a balance of high quality

➏ provide an attractive, comfortable

commercial, residential, institutional
and open space uses that reduces
automobile dependency

and safe pedestrian environment

➍ take advantage of nearby transit
services and provide adequate

➋ provide for new jobs and homes
for Toronto’s growing population on
underutilized lands

parking for residents and visitors

➎ provide indoor and outdoor

➌ locate and mass new buildings to
provide a transition between areas

recreation space for building

residents in every big residential
development.

of different scales and to minimize
shadow impacts

Who could argue with any of that?
Well, as it turns out, almost everybody.
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Big

buildings
A big, tall building is being proposed near where you
live. Maybe it’s a condo, maybe it’s an office building.
In any case it’s really big – and according to the pictures
you’ve seen, it’s really ugly.

You and your friends think
it will ruin the neighbourhood.
This happens all the time. Often people live where they

Two general approaches are evident in Toronto. In

do because they like how the neighbourhood looks

the first and more usual, a developer negotiates with

and how it functions. Large-scale change is a menace.

city planning staff to get more or less what he wants,

But cities are never static. Managing a city’s progress

then the proposal is presented to the neighbours, who

gracefully is the tricky part.

hate the idea. A fight often ensues, City Council gets

In general along wide Toronto streets with good
public transportation, big buildings are encouraged.
Along side streets they aren’t. Downtown intensifica-

involved, and at great emotional and financial cost
the issue is settled by the Ontario Municipal Board.
The second approach is different: the developer

tion – which means filling in vacant spaces with appro-

and the neighbours are brought together by the

priate buildings – is encouraged. Overdevelopment –

ward councilor and ideas are exchanged. The process

whatever that means – isn’t.

is usually both civil and rocky, but by the time the

The city has a million rules about building heights

planning department gets involved with the technical

and how much of a site must be left open; how much

details, World War Three has been avoided, and there’s

parking is required; how much a building can cast

no fight looming at the OMB.

shadows on adjacent buildings and sidewalks; whether

a green roof is required; whether changing a site from
a commercial use that employs people to a residential
site that doesn’t is allowed, etc. It is a big list.
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Give and Take
In Toronto no significant building in

Thus builders can appeal to the

living memory has been built entirely in

Committee of Adjustment – a panel of

accordance with the zoning or planning

five private citizens appointed by the

bylaws.

city – for minor “variances” in the bylaws.

In fact, believe it or not, there’s an

And for a major variance, for example a

official procedure for circumventing those

42-storey building where only a 6-storey

city laws. Now this is not quite as bad as

building is allowed, a builder can appeal

it sounds, because every development is

to a Community Council consisting of all

unique and a somewhat flexible control

the elected councilors in one of the four

system is probably desirable.

administrative districts of Toronto.

A crucial part of the process is
for major developers to offer the
city a “public benefit” in exchange
for loosening the bylaws.
This give-and-take, which on the surface looks rather

90% of new buildings adhere to the codes without

like a bribe, is specifically allowed under Section 37

appeals or horse-trading. In London, England, you

of the Planning Act (that’s why it’s called a Section

can make a 12% profit on a real estate development,

37 benefit). Section 37 benefits are rather awkward

but anything over that comes back to the city in

because the city can’t ask specifically for what it

the form of subsidized housing and other public

wants. That would be the equivalent of imposing

amenities paid for by the developer. Vancouver

a tax, which the city isn’t allowed to levy. Instead a

charges a set fee which goes into specific public

game of cat and mouse takes place.

benefits in the area of the development. Depending

It’s done differently elsewhere. In New York,
planning codes are very detailed (there are 41
different types of commercial district), and about
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on the area, the fee for a new development can be as
much as $168 per square meter of floor area.

Toronto
Buildings
Popular and
Unpopular

In Toronto, the builder alone decides how a building

suggestions about how a major building might be

will look. The city planning department can say where

designed, but other than moral persuasion, it has no

a building can or cannot be, and how it should interact

effective power.

with its surroundings, but its appearance is up to the

With the hope that public opinion might encourage

builder. Neighbours can make suggestions, but that’s

(or shame) developers to make better buildings, a

all. Even the all-powerful Ontario Municipal Board does

private organization offers Torontonians a chance

not interest itself in a building’s aesthetics.

to express their views online about good and bad

Some cities have Design Review Panels that

buildings. The annual PUG Awards, as they’re called,

have more or less power over the appearance of

reflect popular opinions about the year’s major

major developments. In certain parts of Toronto,

commercial and residential developments. Some past

a professional Design Review Panel can offer

winners and losers are shown here.
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2010
popular:

Unpopular:

1 60 Richmond East Housing

5 Grand Triomphe condominiums

Co-Operative by Kuwabara Payne
McKenna Blumberg architects, for the
Royal Conservatory of Music

Phase II by Burka Architects for Tridel

2 TELUS Centre for Performance
and Learning by Sol Wassermuhl
of Page + Steele architects, for developers
Peter Cohen of The Dawsco Group and Bruce
Greenberg of The Starwood Group

3 RBC Centre by Kohn Pedersen Fox
Associates with Sweeny Sterling Finlayson
&Co and B+H Architects, for The Cadillac
Fairview Corporation

4 Pure Spirit at the Distillery
by architectsAlliance, for Cityscape
Development Corporation

6 Plaza Royale condominiums by Kregg
Fordyce architects, for Tor-Bel Developments

7 Harbour Light by Diamond and Schmitt
architects, for The Salvation Army
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2009
popular:

Unpopular:

1 Art Gallery of Ontario

3 Toronto Centre for

transformation by Frank Gehry of
Gehry International Architects, for the
Art Gallery of Ontario

Phenogenomics by Dipesh Patel of G+G
Partnership architects, for Mount Sinai
Hospital and others

2 One St. Thomas Residences

4 Hampton Plaza condominiums

by Robert A. M. Stern (dean of the Yale
School of Architecture), for the Lee
Development Group

developed by the Torbel Group
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2008

2006

popular:

popular:

1 Hazelton Hotel by Sol Wassermuhl

4 National Ballet School

of Page + Steele architects, for developers
Peter Cohen of The Dawsco Group and Bruce
Greenberg of The Starwood Group

by Kuwabara Payne McKenna Blumberg
architects with Goldsmith Borgal architects,
for the National Ballet School

Unpopular:

5 18 Yorkville condominiums

2 Marriott Residence Inn by Page +

by architectsAlliance, for Great Gulf Homes

Steele architects, for the Limen Group Ltd

Unpopular:

3 76 Shuter Street condominiums

6 Glen Lake condominiums developed by

by Young & Wright architects, for Cresford
Developments

Georgian Homes corporation

